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-f.	 ABSTRACT
0
An interpretation of the sequence of diffuse plasma
resonances observed b y space ?robes (Al.ouette 2 and ISIS-A
satellites) is developed in tArms of wave--article nonlinear
interaction i.n a weakly turbulent plasma including electo-
static electron cyclotron harmonic wavP instability. nhserva-
tions and theory indicate that the center fren l zency fDn of
the diffuse plasma resonance (nfH < f,)n < (n 1 ) fll and fT)n < fl,^
and the center frequency of the electrostatic wave resonance
(nfTi < fDn< (n+ f1j and f i, < fin ) satisfy the condition of
the wave particle nonlinear interaction with the 2f  resonance
according to the condition 2n 2fH-(fQn +^ -fDA
 
- Ic(fQ n+2)
- k(fDn )l . v where nfli f l, and V are the cyclotron harmonic
frequency the,
 upper hybrid frequency and thermal velocity of
plasma, respectively. The weaker diffuse plasma resonance
branch observed at fDn1 (where fDn1 4 fDn satisfies the
condition 2n •" f-(f
	 -f	 ^^ =^k(f-k(f ^^ - v. TheH	 Qn+1 Dn1	 Qn+1	 Dn
longest time iurations of the fDn resonance coincides with
the most favorable condition for the electrostatic electron
cyclotron harmonic wave instability which is obtained by
solving the dispersion equation obtained for a linear approa-
dmation of kinetic equation for the warm magnetoactive plasma.
The electrostatic field due to the transmiss. n of the intense
RF pulse triggers plasma turbulence involving nonlinear wave-
iii
0wave interaction and temperature anisotropy which leads to
the instability ; this instability supplies energy to the
turbulence. The fH and 2fH
 wave produced in the nonlinear
wave-wave interaction in the turbulence heat up the plasma to
maintain the temperature anisotropy which lengthens the time
over which the cyclotron harmonic wave instability conditions
prevail ; this process can be thought of as a feed bach system.
The results also indicate that the f 1 2f ifand fQn wave are•
dependent on the fDn resonance generation.
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I. Introduction
Prolonged responses to a transmitted Ri pulse are observed
in the experimental data obtained by the topside sounder satel-
lites ; these responses have been called plasma resonances l . In
Fig.1 a sample record obtained by the Alcuette 2 satellite is shown
in the conventional ionogran format ` . The response to the trans-
mitted RF pulse with 100,1 sec pulse width is recorded on the
ordinate during the 33msce time interval following the transmitted
pulse. The fregiv_-nay of the receiver and the transmitter are
swept simultaneausly from 0.12 to 14.5MH Z and are displayed on tt:.e
abscissa. to form the so-called ionogram, i, e., 	 automatic
fr=.Y_enc; scanning system for the diagnosis of the plasma using
RF waves. The indicated plasma resonances are interpreted in the
figure caption. Particular interest to the present discussion
is the diffuse plasma resonance fD1 which was first identified by
Nelms and Lockwood 3 . (they used the notation f  for this resonance).
They reported that the resonance occurs frequently near 1.5fH
and sometimes near fT/2 or fN/2, depending on the local plasma
conditions, where f  is the electron gyrofrequency, f  is the
upper hybrid resonance frequency and f  is the plasma frequency.
r^
A more extensive investigation has revealed that fD1 follows an
expirical relationship with fNIf H  and.that there are additional
diffuse type plasma resonances which together with the fn1 reso-
nance, form a sequence of diffuse resonances observed at the
frequencies fDn between f  and (n+1)fif where n=1,2,3, and 4;
and fL! correspondsto the earliar f.1-rotation-.
P
6The purpose of the present paper is to offer an inter=
pretation of this sequence of diffuse plasma resonances, and to
show an experimental confirmation to a weak turbulence theory on
wave particle nonlinear interaction which is summarized by
Sagd ,aev 5 . There are two additional sequences of plasma reso-
nances ; one if the famous sequence of cyclotron harmonic reme-
nances. 6 which occurs at nfH and the other is the resonance sequence
observed by Warren and Hagg 7 observed at the frequency fQn where
nfll -C fQn a (n+ 1 ) f 1 for n=2, 3 and 4. The present wort: indicatess
that the fDn resonances are generated by a nonlinear wave-wave
interaction, involving fQn and 2fII or fII and the instability of•
the electrostatic electron cyclotron . .armonic waves und(, r a weak
nonlinear interacion. The results also indicate that the pre-
viously given interpretations of fII 2f11 S ' 	 and fnn resonances
should be modified so as to include this wave -Particle nonlinear
interaction.
II. Observation of Sequence of Diffuse Plasma Resonance
II.1. Summary of Sequence Diffuse Plasma Resonance
The sequence of Diffuse plasma resonances observed at the
frequencies  fDn will be reffered to simply as fnn in the re-
mainder of this work. In Fig.2 these resonances, in addition to
the resonances observed at .fN, fry nfH
 and fQn are presented in
a plot of normalized resonant frequency ( with respect to f1; ) vs.
the plasma parameterf\ /f,I ^ This diagram represents a convenient
summary of previous observations of the resonan ces that will be
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of interest in the present discussion. Important information
concerning the resonant phenomena can also be obtained by
measuring the time duration of the resonant signal. In Fig.3,
the time durations have been plotted as scaled from 370 ionograms
which were randamly sampled from the fDn data source observed
at Quito and Santiago telemetry stations . The results are
indicated versus the normalized resonance frequency fDnIfH.
The main points of the above mentioned fDn and time duration
measurement of the fDn resonances are summarized in the following
6 statements :
1. The fDn resonance have several groups corresponding to n
values of 1 to 4 ; fDn corresponding to higher n values than
5 have not been definitly identified due to observational
difficulties. The observed frequency ranges of the individual
groups are clearly separated from one another.
2. Sometimes, the fDn resonances are accompanied by weaker
resonances, *hich lead to additional branches separated from
the main fDn branch on the fDnIfH versus fNIfH diagram. Two
weaker resonances, corresponding to a given n value are never
observed simultaneously and the weaker resonances occur less
frequently than the main branch resonances. There are two
weaker resonance branches in the fD1 group, one on the high
frequency side (here this is called fD11) and the other on
the low frequency side (here this is called fD12) of the main
branch . In the fD2 group, there is'only one weaker reso-
I
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0nance branch that is on the high frequency side; this is
called fD21 in the present work. The fD3 and fD4 resonances
have, sometimes, weaker secondary resonance peaks but no
significant statistical separation from the main branch is
observed.
3. In the fD1 and fD2 groups, fDnIfH increases monotonically
with fNIfH
 with an indication of a dip near fN/fH = 3 for
fD1 and the suggestion of dip near fNIfH = 4 for fD2.
4. The time duration of fD1 is about 3 to 5 times longer in the
frequency range 1.5,E fDtIfH r 1.63 than in the other portion
of the observed frequency range for fD1 ; similarly, the
time duration of fD2 is 2 to 3 times longer in the frequency
range 2.65 fD9If11,c 2.82 than in the other portion of the
observed frequency range for fD2, Such a sharp peaking of
the time duration is not apparent for fD3 and fD4.
5. The time duration of fDn gradually decreases with increasing
n. The following maximum values have been observed
fD1 = 24msec, fD2 = 10.8meec, fD3 = 4me+ec and fD4 = 165msec.
6. The frequency fDn are related to the fQn resonance frequency
in the following manner
fD1 = f	 2fQ3 
-	H	 (1}
fD2 = fQ4 - 2f 	 (2)
fD11 = fQ2	 fH}
and	 fD21= fQ3 - f 	 (4)
i
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The fQn(n=2,3 and 4) resonant frequencies coincide with f 
resonant frequency in the certain range of plasma parameter .
In this case egs.(3) and (4) are also satisfied by fT which
is actually same with fQn. Concerning the above 6 statements,
Nos. 1,2 and 3 are summarized in more detail in a previous paper 4	j
while No.4 and No.5 present additional information reported here
for the first time, and No-7 presents the results of a comparison
of the fDn frequency information 1+ with the f Q;l frequency infor-
mation7 .
II.2. fD1 and fQ3 in ISIS-A Satellite
The ISIS-A ionosphere topside sounder experiment includes the
so called mixed mode experiment 10 in which tb q frequency of the
receiver is swept from O.1MH to 2OMH
	 An example of this mixedz	 Z.
mode experiment is shown in Fig.4. In this case no ionospheric
echo exists but plasma resonances are observed at fD1 2f H,fN
fT and fQ3 even though the frequency of the exciting source is
fixed at 0.82 MHz	 In this mode of operation, the f  resonance
is much shorter in duration time than the other resonances ob-
served ; and sometimes it becomes hard to recognize. Similarly
the 3f  resonance and the resonances at higher harmonics of
nfH are always much weaker than the 2f  resonance and are sometimes
hard to recognize.
The coexistence of the fD1 2f  and fQ3 resonances in this
mixed mode experiment is of fundamental importance in the present
discussion. The center frequencies of the above resonances werw
5
scaled on 19 ionagrams from two randomly selected passes over the
Ottawa telemetry station ; the results indicated that the average
	 Ii
value for the quantity ( fQ3-fD1 ) /fH was found to be 1.96. Thus
eq(1) in statement No.6 of Sect. II is also valid for this mixed
mode experiment. These observations clearly suggest that the
resonances; observed at the frequencies fD1 2f  and fQ3 are the
result of a nonlinear process in the ionospheric plasma because
the transmitter has no frequency component in its spectrum at these
frequencies.
III. Triarer of Turbulence by Sounder Pulse
A generation of nonlinear process is suggested when the high
power of the transmitted pulse is considered. The ISIS-A topside
sounder transmits 10 a maximum power of 400 V during a time interval
of 100A sec. When the wave propagatas with a velocity close to the
electron thermal velocity (this is the case for the usual pro-
pagation of electrostatic electron cyclotron waves except for
f— uency ranges near cyclotron harmonic Prequencies). The Pnerey
F, oxcited by a dipole antenna with tip to tip length with group
velocity vg
 in a time irttrval T can cover a cylindrical volume
7LVa Z(2T-7) for T >r where 'r is the pulse Vidth ; and here
an uniform distribution of the energy in the cylindrical volume
is assumed. The energy density is then expressed by/l(r r)
For L=71 m 10 vg = KTa^A1-with edsctron temperature Te SOOOeK
(K is Boltzmann and m is the electrons mass) ; and for 'C ! 100,usec
the energy density is 2. -"W it 16-
 erg/am3 . This energy density is
i
qi-
0i
r
two orders of magnitude larger than the electron thermal energy
density of 6.9 x 10-9/cm3
 corresponding to T e = 5000 0K and Ne=
104 cm-
 (these values are considered to give the maximum possible
plasma energy density in the topside ionosphere) indicating the
strong possibility of a nonlinear interaction.
The absorption rate of the transmitted plasma wave energy
can be obtained from equation 53 of chapter 9 of Stix 11 . Tie
absorption rates perpendicular and parallel to the earth's magnetic
field vector H 0 are found to be
2Ne i^FL, -
E;t)
RL	 2 <EL• 
gl>
2Ne (^I*t'Et t+ VII 'Elt)
Rtt -^` 1 ... ^^
2 <E ll 'Eit1
where F, e, Vl , Vi , En , and EL are electron density, electron
charge, the electron average velocity parallel and perpendicular
to B0, and the components of the plasma way* electric field vector
parallel and perpendicular to B0 respectively (+ is used to
denote the complex conjugate quantity). V^ , V1 are related
to E ta , El through the movility tensor. Numerical calculations
as presented in Fig.s, indicate that electrons are accelerated
in the direction perpendicular to B0, i t e., RL> 0 while they areJ
deccelerated in the direction parallel to B0t i. e.. RM c 0, when
!r
t
7
0q=f/fH :::- 1.5. The result values can obtain by multiplying
(q 2N /2q  to the value which is read from the diagram. The quantity
Rl is about 10-2 in the frequency range around 1.6fH it increases
to the order of 10 -1
 as the frequency approaches 2f  where the
absorption is most efficient. The energy absorption rate for
qN=2.0 and 1.6 < q < 1.9 is then in a range from about 6.0 x 10-3
to 2.6 x 10-1 . Thus the plasma energy is increased by approximately
2.0 to 86 times the unperterbed thermal energy level depending on
the value of q.
The above linear calculations indicate that the transverse
electrons temperature should be greater than the longitudinal
temperature. Similar results is obtained for the Al.ouette 2
experiment since the power with the same order of magnitude (300
W as compared with 400 W for ISIS-A) is supplied. Thus, the
trigger pulse produces a turbulent situation in the plashia ; the
observations given in Sect . II ale strictly	 experimental facts
relating to this turbulence.
I
IV.. Three-Wave-Resonant Interaction and fLn Frequency
IV. 1. Weak Turbulent Approximation and Dispersion Relation
Kadomtsev 
12 
hasconsidered +i weak plasma turbulence in rrh '`
only three waves have important Arolos for a nonline" have-warf^A
_—
interaction. The threw vavw- van- exist togeher-, -only when +lid-
pension relations k 1	 k1	 (f1y,. k2 
s V2 (f2)'fiE`3 a k3{3
e
1	 40
satisfy the following relations
f3 = f  + f2 	(7)
I
k3 = kc^ + k2	 (8)
Kadomtsev called this nonlinear coupling a three wave decay
process because the energy initially excited at one of the 	 f I
frequencies is shard with the waves at the other two frequencies.
The theory was initially presented macroscopically and then expanded
to include micros:.opic effects.
Sjolund13
 considered the three wave decay process in a
magnetoactive plasma using the macroscopic hydrodynamic equation.
Sagdeev and Galeev 14
 investigated thermal particle motions in a
magnetoactive plasma and their equation(III-39) indicates that
the three wave decay process also plays an important role in the
magnetoactive plasma. They called the process wave-wave resonant
interaction. In all of the above work the assumption of weak
turbulence is applied ; thus the dispersion relations of the
individual waves are obtained by neglecting the nonlinear coupl-
ing term.
	 In order to illustrate this procedure, let us con-
sider the Kinetic wave equation for a thermal plasma as obtained
by Kadomtsev (eq II 39), but modified so as to include an applied
constant magnetic field, which is equivalent to a general treat-
ment of Kennel and
	 Engelmannt5, i.e.,
9
X
- i\ k 	 i 2(V x $°^-aV/ f^a, = - e . i U ^Wa„
- 
i e a	
tid^ f k'-
	
f>) dk' dw
M '3V
where W , W , k and kOP are the angular frequencies and wave
numbers of the waves under nonlinear ccupline. A W and %.)
represent the potential and the distribution functions in Fourier
transformed space and V , e and m are the electron velocity, charge
and mass, respectively. Due to the assumption of weak interaction,
the individual dispersion relations for each of the coupled waves
are obtained by neglecting the second term on the right hand side
of eq. ( 9), i. e., the integration term. The resulting first
order solution is then used with the entire eq.(9) in. order to
second order correction. One of the important results of this
nonlinear interaction is the three wave decay process which is
described by egs.(7) and (8). An application of this concept
of weak turbulence will be discussed in detail in Sec.:YZ.
The equation which can be obtained by neglecting the last
term in eq. (9) is basically the linearized Vlasov equation from
which the linear dispersion equation is obtained. ?laic dio"rsion
relation, which has been suasarized by Stix for -the magneto-
active warm plasma, can be derived from than--serve equation
	
n x n x E + (8) E= 0	 :ovo)
t
A
_10
where "n	 (c/w) k, and c is the velocity of light. The matrix
(K) is the equivalent dielectric tensor for the magnetoactive
warm plasma with a Maxwellian velocity distribution function.
The elements of the tensor ( K) have the form
K	 K	 K
xx	 xy	 xz
(K) -
	 Kyx	 Yy	 yz
K	 K	 K
zx	 ZY	 ZZJ
where ( from eqs. ( 8) and ( 11) of chapter 9 of Stix
+ i 172 e-k K 
T)
I.	 221
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ex K	 mm+
Krs = i	 mk	 L - ik= (In - I;,) (n <4bn _ <^'n )\s ^+
n._m
	
_	 m
_	 n	 fl e2X)
K`= 1 + 1 wf2	 k	 In {n <vs $n _ <v2 n}
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In the above expression ; n ,,.^, , % , mo kx ,kv and vZ are the
plasma angular frequency, the cyclotron angular frequency, the
	
temperature corresponding to 	 the velocity component-:parallel
to the magnetic fieldl particle mass, the z and x components of
the wave vector k, and the z component of the parti;Qlw-velocity
v, respectively. The function In in eq. (11) is the modified
Besael function with argument ,(s kxkTl /m ) and V n represents
	
its first derivative, <	 , ^ Jn 1' <1r n^ _* ,>;.and- <L
are functions with argumentl : _T^
 # Tj ,.k^ ^Q , g, _ -sandtA 11
Where Tu is the temperature f'or ,t-he parti-a" . motion parallel to
the magnetic field.
3M
lb
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The wave equation in the source free region, i.e. eq.0 0),
can be rewritten as
sns + Kxx	 Kxy	 nx n2 + K:s	 Ex
sKyx	 _ nsx _ n = + Kyy	 Kyx	 E 	 n 0
s
run s + Ksx	 K. 	 ' nx + Kxx	 Es
n: +Kxx	 Kxy	 n: n2 + Kxs
2Kyx	 - nx - ns +Kyy	Kys	 = 0
pF
2
ru n s + Kss	 Kyy	 - nx + Kssi
1
IV. 2. Confirmation of Wave-Wave Resonant Interaction
The condition of three wave resonant interaction suggested
1
by solving eq.(13) corresponding to various propagation angles
cos -16 , where 0 = 	 (k - BO / kBO ) are shown in Fig.6a. The
I^
13
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dispersion curves for 0 = 90 0 is shown in Fig.6b; the values
are close to the	 0 = 85° curve when 0 < kR < 1.0, where
R = kT/m(2 71f,) . In the nonlinear process where many waves
are mixed under the weak turbulent condition, the frequency
range is not specified. In the present case, however, the ob-
servations (see eqs. (1) and (2) ) indicate that the wave
associated with the frequency 2fH plays a fundamental role.
This role is a refrection of the 2f  resonance characteristics
as described by the following two points :
The first characteristic is that absorption of wave energy
associated with 2f..-wave becomes stronger when the frequency
becomes closer to 2f  (see an extrapolation of curves in Fig.5).
On the contraly the instability becomes more difficult to trigger
when the frequency becomes closer to 2f11 ; i.e., extremely higher
temperature anisotropy is required for the electrostatic electron
cyclotron second harmonic wave instability (this will be disr
cussed in Sec. V). The second characteristic is that the wave
energy can be trapped due to a slow group velocity. The closer
	
I. I
the frequency aproaches to 2f  the slower is the group velocity
r
( see the slope 18W/Al  of the dispersion curves in Figs.4a and
6b).
To show that the experimental results given in eqs._-( 1 )---.t0
(4) satisfy the condition of three wave resonant interactA4M
	 =
(three wave decay) of the electrostatic electron cyclotron
harmonic waves, egs.(7) and (8) have been solved by a graphycal
technique using the dispersion curves computed using eq_.(13) as
6given in Figs.6a and 6b, and using the other result 14 . As
indicated above, the resonant characteristics are revealed in
a frequency range near to 2f11 but slightly below 2f H. For the
simplicity of illustration it is represented by frequency 2f H.
For f2
 = 2f  then,	 k2(f2) = 0 (see Figs.6a and 6b) ; and
egs.(7) and (8) are rewritten as
f3 - f 1 = 2f 	 (14)
k3 (f3 ) - k1 ( f 1 ) '=' 0	 (15)
The limitation on angle 0 considering here is not unique but
is selected to giv
plasma. From this
say 85 0 <0 -r, 90*.
approximately in a
e minimum thermal plasma damping for stable
stand point the angle should be close to 90°,
In this case vector k 1 k2 and k 3 are
same line ; and it follows that
k3 (f3 )R = k2 (f2 )R	 (16)
Using the dispersion curves given in Fig. 6a for 85° solutions
to satisfy egs.(14) and (16) are obtained at a point A (f1= 1.77fH,
k 1 (f 1 ) = O.55/R) and a point B (f3
 = 3.77fH, k3 ( f3 ) = 0.55/R),
i.e., the points A and B are in a same line of kR = 0.55 with
a gap 2 in terms of f/fH ( see Fig . 6a). In the real case, the
2f  wave is not restricted in the frequency 2f  but covers a
•	 band width below 2f H. To see effect of this frequency band
coverage, it is here assumed that 2f  wave resonance characteristics
is effective in (f - 2fH ) /2fH < 0.01. In this case it follows that
k2 (2fH )^ ,^ 0. 1/R. The two solutions are then 3.80 10 f3 vt 3. 76
for 0.60/R 10 k,1 (f3 ) W 0.50/R and 1.78 > f1 > 1.76 for 0.60/R
15	 ---
0k 1 (f 1 ) > 0.50/R, respectively.
	 These f3
 and f 1
 are also within
a band width of fQ3 and fD O
The solution is nearly same for
 the case of B	 90*since
the dispersion curves for 85 * and 90 ° are nearly same. For
this reason the condition for the three wave resonant interaction
was checked by using the dispersion curves for 	 8 3 9cr 15. I
Calculations in the interval 2.0 < fN/fH < 4.5 (in steps of 0.5)
indicate that the empirical egs.(1) and (2) satisfy the three
wavy, decay condition given by egs.(7) and ( 8). When fD1 is in
the range 1.45fH < f < 1.5f H, it shows a relatively large upward
frequency shift, and when it is in the range 1.60fH < f < 1.65fH,
it shows a relatively large downward frequency shift with respect
to the relations given by egs.(1) and (2). These frequency shifts
will alma be discussed in Sec.IV relating to the electrostatic
electron cyclotron harmonic wave instability. When the f2 (with
.a
k2 (f2 ) ) waves in egs.(7) and (8) is replaced by fH-wave, the
f 3 and f 1 frequencies obtained by the same method as the case of
2fH-wave coincide with the experimental results given by egs.(3)
and (4).
The angle limitation becomes less restrictive when the
electrostatic electron cyclotron harmonic wave instabilities are
considered (this will be discussed in Sec.V). The relation given
by eq.(7) is, here, rewritten for relatively wide angle range
range of the propagation vector, as
k2	 ki + k3 - 2k 1 k3 coa ;A`^ 3	07)
i
W-
•where e13 is the angle between the vector k 1 and k3 When it is
again assumed that	 k2 t 0.1 /R, the allowance angle. ' Aii to
satisfy eqs. (9) and (12) is	 A13=^ ± 0.1/k 1 R for ( k 1 = k3).
Since k 1 R = 0.55 ( see the previous discussion for	 9 90°),
a limit of angle deviation is approximately ± 10 1 from the
co-linear direction. The existence of this allowance angle
indicates that f 1 and f3 band widths are expanded in a certain
broader range compared with the case of narrow angle near
E) z 90 ° .
Thus with a coincidence of theory and experiment, it is
concluded that the fD1 and fD2 waves are produced by tb ree wave
decay processes between the 2f itand f43 waves and between the
2f  and fQ4 waves, respectively ; also, the fD11 and fD21 waves
are produced by three wave decay processes between the f if and
fQ2 waves and between the f  and fQ3 waves respectively.
V. Linear Cyclotron Harmonic Wave Instability and Time
Duratior of fDn
As indicated in Sec.III, a temperature anisotropy is
produced by the high power sounder pulse because more energy
is absorbed by the electrons in the pirpendicular direction than
in the parallel direction. This temperature anisotropy, which
is expressed as Ts/T44 1, leads to the electrostatic electron
cyclotron harmonic wave instability which was first investigated
by Harris i6 and later by Ha11 17 et al and Terashima 18 . The
above authors restricted their investigation to the vicinity
17
0of the electron cyclotron harmonic frequencies. The frequency
range of interest in the present discussion, however, is the
entire region between the harmonic frequencies. Shima and Hall 19
indicated that the instability or marginal stablity region exists
in the frequency range n + 2 < f/fH < n + (1-T,l /Ty) (n:1,2,....).
A bi-Maawre ,llian velocity distribution was used for the equi-
librium velocity distribution function in their analysis. In this
paper, more extensive results for the instability regions and
growth rates of the wave are presented infA. - k9planes for
various values of T N /Tl and fN/fII over this frequency region.
The starting point is the complete dispersion relation Given by
eq.(13). The electrostatic cyclotron harmonic wave instabilities
will show up in the solutions of this dispersion equation as
positive values for the ima6inary part of the anGular wave
frequency (a) = 2n f since solutions of the form exp t i
(1-f" — wt )}are considered ( the symbols have their usual
significance).
In Fig-7, only the real parts of f/fH are plotted an a
function of kR for fN/fH
 = 3.5 and for the extreme temperature
anisotro ies of TN /Tj = 10_ 3 and	 4p	 ,	 5 x 10	 sample calculations
satisfying the instability condition are plotted as dots for
T /T = 10-3
 and open circle for T IT = S x 10-4 . The insta-
bility occurs very close to the second harmonic frequency s.,id
is localized in a relatively narrow frequency range-which approach-.
es
 2f  as the wave length increases, i. e.,^ as kR decreases.
This behavior is similar to the case of tho:cyelbtron over-
UK
0stabIl,ty associated with fII clue to pres gurr- 3nisolrcpy11.
The above location of the instability region associated with
the 2f , I wave is consistent with the negative frequency shift 2O
observed for the Alouette 2 resonance f N/fif = 2.
In Fig.8a and 8b, two example of the disperblon curves are
indicated for TAI /T1 = 0.1 and for fN/fH = 2.0 end 3.5 for
various propagation angles e . It is seen that the cu.^ve for
0 = 6o satisfies the instability condition in a range of
kR values. This condition is satisfied for angles in a range
55° 0 73° when fN/fII=2.0 and 550 0 77 0 when fN/fII=3.5. The
domains of the instability inin the f/fII-kR p lane are indicated
in Figs. 9 to 11, for various values of fN/fH and T./T..
Fig. 9 corresponds to fN/fH = 3.5 to indicate that the
most favorable condition for the instability is in the range
1.5fH %< f < 1.6fH
 with an approximate critical value of tempe-
rature anisotropy Vf
	 .. TM /T4 = 0.2. For larger temperature
anisotropies, i. e., TIT
	 0.1 in Fig . 9, this instability
region appears in the frequency range 2.5fH 4 f < 2. 7 fH. Fig.1O
is an elaboration of the 1 < OfIIl2 roil-on of Fig.9 in that
a wider range of fN/fH and T11	 values are considered. The
results show that the frequency region of the instability domain
is not sensitive to variations in fN/fHt but that are very
sensitive to variations in TM /T.& ; the frequency region of the
instability domain 9xpande and increas es with increasing tempe-
rature anisotropy. For even higher temperature anisotropies, new
expanded instability domains appear in a dramatic cyclic nature
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•between the higher harmonics as indicated in Fig.11; these
domains corresponding to Tp/Tj = 0.05 are clearly separated
into the following frequency ranges 2.5f if 4 f c 2.8fH •
3.5fH < f < 3.8fH
 and 4.5fH < f < 4.7fH. The calculations
were terminated at 5flf ; new instability domains can exist,
however, in higher frequency regions when Tl /T1 < 0.05. For
a given T„ /T1
 value these domains in the higher frequency
regions are smaller than the domains in the lower frequency
regions as can also seen in Fig.9.
A comparison of the instability domains of Figs.9 and 10
with the fDn observation of Fig.3 indicates that the sharp peaks
time duration of fD1 and fD2 coinside with the most favorable
condition for the instability. This most favorable condition
corresponds to the minimum temperature anisotropy required to
initiate the instability. The du., •ation times for fD2 fD3 and
fD4 (see also statement No.5 of Sec.II) is consistent with the
higher temperature anisotropy required to maintain the insta-
bilities for the higher sequence number n. The remarkable
agreement between observation and theory indicates that the
electrostatic electron cyclotron harmonic wave instability is
the main cause in addition to the wave-wave interaction in order
to produce the long enhanced fDn resonances.
VI. Wave-Particle Nonlinear Interaction for fDn and fDn1 Gineration
VI. 1. Definition
I
2V
6The evolution of wave-particle interaction of the turbulence
plasma can be described in principle by solving eq.(9). In
practice, ' however, the appoximation of weak turbulence is
invoked in order to simplify the calculations. Sagdeev 5 con-
sidered this weak turbulent approximation and described the
physical situation in terms of the following three mechanisms
first, the wave instability or damping die to the wave particle
interaction ; second, the redistribution of particles as a
reaction of the wave particle interaction and third, nonlinear
wave-wave interaction (wave-wave resonant interaction). Actually
these three mechanisms evolve simultaneously but under the weak
turbulence assuption the evolution can be described by the
linear approximation with a first order correction of the
nonlinear terms as describe above.	 This evolution of turbulence
is interpreted as a situation where a cyclotron resonance between
,.he part icles and waves prevails under the nonlinear wave-wave
interaction which is described by the relation
277 {mfx- ( f 3 f y) = (k3 ( f 3 ) tkl (f^)) • v	 ,fig a
where v is the thermal velocity of the particle , and m is
integers. Since fQn+2 - fDn = 2f1i and 3(fQn+2) - k(fDn )=O, as
has been discussed in Sec.IV, fDn with fQn+2 satisfies eq.(18)
taking m=2, f 3=fQn+2 f1 =fDn and - sign in eq.(18). This
indicates that fDn fQn+2 and 2f11 Wave system is subjected to the
i
f
ti
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wave-particle resonance. This is called 2f  wave-partible
nonlinear interaction. Replacing f3
 = fQn+1 and f1 = fDn1 in
eq.(18) the above description can also be used for the definition
of the f  wave-particle nonlinear interaction.
VI. 2. 2f  Wave-particle Nonlinear Interaction for fDn
Generation
As discussed in Sec.III,` • the transmitted high power 100,usec
RF sounder pulse is sufficient to produce T„/T1 e,10-3 in the
ionospheric plasma. The 2fH
 wave can start as the result of
the 2f  wave instability which results from this temperature
anisotropy (see Fig.7). Thus, the 2f 11 resonance wave is pro-
duced even when the exciting frequency is far removed from the
2f  frequency as is observed in the mixed mode experiment of the
ISIS-A satellite (see Sec.III). The plasma will maintain such
a high temperature anisotropy condition for a time interval less
than 1.5maec. This conclusion follows from an investigation of
the receiver response to the sounder pulse in the off-resonance
portion of the ionogram corresponding to-the instability region
associated with a high temperature anisotropy, i.e., between
fD1 and 2f  for example, ( see Fig.1). In all of the ionograms
1
investigated, the response was always less than 1.5msee in this
frequency range where the plasma becomes theoretically-unstable
for the temperature anisotropy 10 -2 < T^/Ti ,t°i0-3 . The :-duration
of the instability condition should be even shorter 4^when
0T, I /T1 "10-3 because G high anisotropic temperature state is
more difficult to maintain than a low anisotropic temperature
state.
The 2f  wave particle nonlinear interaction consists of
three interactions as indicated in the Subsection VI. 1. The
first is the electrostatic electron cyclotron harmonic wave
instability. This instability is investigated by using linear
approximation (see Sec.V). For the experimental check of weak
turbulence the linear treatment is ,justified when the parameter
of the velocity distribution is changed to fit each stage of the
evolution in the plasma turbulence.	 The second is the re-
distribution of the velocity distribution function. In this case
T 11 /T1 is the major parameter discribing the distribution function.
The third is the nonlinear wave-wave interaction or three-wave
decay process which is described in Sec.IV.
1
In Fig.12, these three interactions are illustrated for
the case of the 2f  wave-particle nonlinear interaction (taking
n=2).	 The transmitted wave (called the trigger wave) initiates
the nonlinear coupling process between wave 1, wave 2, and the 2f 
wave even when the frequency of the trigger wave does not co-
inside with the frequency of any of the other three waives. In
the present discussion fD1 and fQ3 will be refered to as waves
1 and 2 in one wave-wave interaction, and fD2 and fQ4 will be
refered to as wave 1 and 2 in another wave-wave interaction.
Since the absorption of wave energy is most efficient near
2f  (see extrapolation of curves in Fig.5), the 2fH wave produced
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•by the three wave decay process provides a source of plasma
heating that maintains the temperature anisotropy. This
anisotropy keeps wave 1 (and sometimes wave 2 as well) in
the instability condition. The instability maintains the
turbulence and provides a continuous source for wave 1 (and
sometimes wave 2 as well) as long as the required temperature
anisotropy is maintained, which is necessary in order to main-
tain the nonlinear mechanism. For a higher temperature
anisotropy, such that the instability condition for wave 2 is
satisfied, a similar process exists for this wave as illus-
trated in the top loop of Fig.12.
Due to radiation in the form of wave 1, and 2 and 2f  wave,
the energy supplied by the pulse is lost from this loop system
in the local plasma. The temperature anisotropy- will decrease
with time, and eventually the instability condition will no
longer be satisfied and the system becomes stable. This con-
dition can be illustrated in Fig.12 by opening the switches.
When the fD1 frequency becomes close to the edge of the
frequency region 1.5fH t f < 1.6fH
 i.e., the region most
favorable for the instability, fD1 shows a complicated behavior.
As has been mentioned in Sec.IV, the fD1 shows an upward
frequency shift from fR3 2f II in the range 1 .45fH < fW < 1' 5SfH
and shows a downward frequency shift in than range . 1..60fH E
^,)l < 1 .65fH . This evidence is also related to the dig of
t i v^ empirical relationship mentioned in. atatement No.1-ef ==Sec.II.
Usually the frequency fQ3 - 2f  covers a certain band width
of ± a f where e f f* 0 .05fH^ Ta so far as ' l-3f	 ! -2fH Q3 H
if
M
.	
1
± A f< 1.6f1i then, the loop of wave 1 (see Fig.12) works
s
for a long time ; the enhanced emission ir. the range 1.5f H
 <
f < 1.6fH is associated with the response of f Q3 -
 
2f H. Thus
the center frequency, or the frequency at the longest duration
portion (the definition of fD d for asymetrical resonances, is
virtually shifted up for the case 1.45f H < fQ3 - 2f  < 1.55fH
and is shifted down for the case 1.60fH < fR3 - 2f  C 1.65fH.
When fD1 is not in the instability domain only the non-
linear process given by egs.(1), (2), (7) and (8) contribute
to generate fD1. The ride loop in Fi6.12, shows the mechanism 8^9
corresponding to the prolonged duration of the 2f  wave. Since
there is no power maintainance due to the instability the side
loop effect must be a simple wave-wave interaction or linear
wave trapping. The observation evidence given in Figs.2 and 3
compared with the instability domain in Fig.9 and 10 shows
that the fD1 resonance with low duration time (less than 2msec)
is systematically identified even though fD1 is in the frequency
range where no instability can take place.
VI. 3,. fH Wave-Particle Nonlinear Interaction for
fDn1 Generation
The fH wave-particle nonlinear interaction relates to
;;	 •
the weaker diffuse resonance branches fD11 and fD21. Re-
placing fD11 and fD21 by wave 1, and fQ2 and fQ3 by wave 2,
the interaction is illustrated in Fig.12 with n=1. The ex-
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planation is similar to that of the previous section with
f  replacing 2f H.
A major difference between the fD11 and fD21 diffuse
resonances as compared with the f D1 and fD2 diffuse resonances
is that the former group exists only when the instability
condition is satisfied for at least one of the waves(compare
Fig.3 with Fig.9 and 10). Thus, the fD11 and fD21 resonances
do not exist strictly as a result of the three wave resonant
interaction i.e., the f11 wave is quickly absorbed in the medium.
Additional evidence in support of this statement is provided
by the mixed mode experiment of ISIS -A, (see Fig.4), where
the duration of fI1 is observed to be negligibly small when the
frequency of the trigger wave does not coincide with the f1i
resonance frequency. The 2f11
 resonance, on the other hand,
indicates a long time duration (usually longer-than 4magic)
even when the frequency of.the trigger wave is-far removed
from 2f11 Thus the instability condition is necessary for
.
the production of fD11 and fD21 resonances. Since a high
temperature anisotropy is required to maintain the instabilities
at these frequencies (see Figs. 9, 10 and'11)'the f  wave-must
be more efficiently • to heat the plasma than ,-the 2f IT wave in
order to maintain the required..plasma-.instability.
VII. Discussion of fD3. fD# _and the = other ­Weaker
 
Resonances
r
The physical meaning ,or-the occurence of-the fDn resonance
for fD1 fD2 fD11 and fD21 are investigated is the--previous
i
N
i
0section in terms of 2f1, and fH
 wave-particle nonlinear inter-
action. Noticing the sequential nature of fDn resonance, and
•	 three wave resonant interaction in n=1 and 2, f7
 and fDt+ can
also be understood to be generated by the same 2fH-combination
.	 mechanism even if the response of the pulse transmission
corresponding to fQ.5 and fQ6 can not be detected at the present
experiments. As mentioned in the last part of statement No.2
in Sec.II, the weaker second resonance fD31and fD41 statistic-
ally merges into the main branch resonance fD3 and fD4. from
the general tendency described above, however, these branches
fD31 and fD41 should be produced by f  wave-particle nonlinear
interaction.
The only exception is the fD12 resonance (see statement
No.2 in Sec. W. This resonance covers the frequency range
1.5fH < fD12 < 1.6fH which is most prefarable condition for the
instability. No apparent correlation is seen between the fNIf11
value and the fD12 frequency. The time duration of fD12 is
usually shorter than 1.5msec. The feature of this response
shows a faint cloud like shape. This . evidence suggest that
the electrostatic electron cyclotron harmonic wave instability
can exist for non resonant wave particle interactions due to the
strong power transmission itself without :;requiring 2f11 or
fH wave-particle nonlinear interaction., This frequency co-
incide with the most preferable portion for instability as
indicated by the numerical calculation (see Figs.2 and 9).
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VIII. Conclusion
The center frequency of the sequence of diffuse pladlna
resonances fDn is observed to be related to the electrostatic
wave resonance frequency fQn and 2fH
 in the following manner
fD1 _fR3-2f11 and fD2-fQ4 - 2fH. Also, the frequency of the
weaker diffuse resonance branch fDn1 ( observed on the high
frequency side of fDn1) is related to fQn and fH by fD11-
fQ2 - fH and fD21 'fQ3-fH. For higher sequence numbers, the
relation is not directly confirmed but the observed sequece
0
nature suggests that the rule should be extended to f  n+2
=fDn + 2fH , and fQ n+1 0
 Dn1 Hf +f . In addition to this frequency
combination, the center frequency of fDn or fDn1 definitely
depends on the plasma parameter fN/fH . This plasma parameter
dependency is explained by the three wave resonant interaction
( or the tree wave decay process ) of the electrostatic electron
cyclotron harmonic waves where it has
f  n+2=fDn+2fH with k(fQ
and f  
n+1=fDn1+fHwith k(fQ
Calculations based on the comple,
been shown that
n+2) k(fDn)+k(2f,H),
n+1):k(fJ'^n1)_kk(fH).
to dispersion relation
rfrom linear approximation-.indicate that thevaost likely point
for electrostatic electron-:cyclotron harmonic wave instability
occurs in a frequency range 1.3fH<f<1.6fH for a.temperature
anisotropy T„ /Ti= 0.2. 'This region expands : towards the -higher
frequency side ( approaching,2fH) when the temperature kan-
isotropy increases ( 1;,/T. value .
-becomes small). The-next
likely point for instability Is-in the frequency range .bfH4 {
t 2. 7fH ( for TN / T, a 0. 1 ) , -and vsgions of instability ae-
quentially appear between - the' ,higher harmonies -ss cthe temperature
1
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0anisotropy increases.
The intense power transmission of the Alouette 2 sounder
pulse produces a high temperature anisotropy and causes the
electrostatic electron cyclotron harmonic wave instability.
The observations indicate that this initialinstability persists
for no longer than 1.5msec. The observations also indicate
that the longest duration time of the f Dn response occurs
when fDn coincides with the most favorable portion for instability.
This long duration is attributed to a combined process of
instability and nonlinear wave-wave interaction of the electro-
static electron cyclotron harmonic waves. The intense sounder
pulse forms electric fields which are sufficient to produce
a weakly turbulent plasma. After stired by the sounder pulse,
the turbulence evolves including two kinds of wave-particle
nonlinear interaction. Onp,interaction involves the waves
associated with the main branch of f Dn and f  n+2 waves which
produce the 2f  wave by wave-wave nonlinear interaction. This
2fH
 wave is effectively absorbed by the plasma to increase the
perpendicular energy more than the parallel energy through the
wave particle interaction; as the result of this differential
heating the instability is maintained. The instability maintain
the turbulence which produces f Dn , 2fH and fQ 
n+2 waves.
This process is called 2f  wave-particle nonlinear interaction.
This interaction satisfies the condition of the wave -particle
interaction associated with the second harmoniccyclotron
resonance as 2w { 2fH- ^ fQ n+2 1A =0 (fo n+2^ k^fDn^1.v'
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6The other interaction involves the waves associated with the
weaker branch fDn1 and f  n+1 resonances by forming f  wave-
particle nonlinear interaction as the case of 2f  wave -particle
nonlinear interaction. In this case, the condition 2v if 11
-(fQ  n+1
-fDn1^ -.Lk^fQ n+l^ -k(fDn d^* v is satisfied.
The present result gives the clear interpretation on the
generation mechanism of fDn and fDn1 resonances, The result-
also indicates that the experimental prove has been given
to the theory on the wave particle nonlinear interaction.
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Figure 12. Block dijgrom to show the nf H wave-particle nonlinear interaction; ESECH is an
abbreviation for electron cyclotron harmonic waves; n = 1 or 2 corresponding to each case.
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